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reality transurfing [2]: reality transurfing is a new occult science based on
the fundamental principles of multivariant reality. it was developed by

vadim zeland and contains a wide range of practical information on
transurfing. reality transurfing is a systematic attempt to enable users to

focus on the possibility of infinite variants of reality, while focusing on one's
own variant of reality. reality transurfing is an esoteric science that deals

with the creation of reality by intentionally moving from one branch of
reality to another. the main idea of reality transurfing is to develop an

ability to change the course of the events in one's life. the book explains
the transurfing process with a wide range of personal stories of russian
people who have acquired their ability to change the course of events

through transurfing. a reader of the book can change his life and obtain
mastery over the reality by mastering his thoughts, emotions, and actions.

the book contains an introduction to transurfing, a set of exercises for
beginners, a number of stories that will help you to develop the ability to
transurf, an overview of transurfing, an introduction to the tools that are
used in transurfing, and an introduction to transurfing techniques. reality
transurfing - the new science of multivariant reality [3]: reality transurfing

is a new occult science based on the fundamental principles of multivariant
reality. it was developed by vadim zeland and contains a wide range of
practical information on transurfing. reality transurfing is a systematic

attempt to enable users to focus on the possibility of infinite variants of
reality, while focusing on one's own variant of reality. reality transurfing is
an esoteric science that deals with the creation of reality by intentionally

moving from one branch of reality to another. the main idea of reality
transurfing is to develop an ability to change the course of the events in
one's life. the book explains the transurfing process with a wide range of

personal stories of russian people who have acquired their ability to change
the course of events through transurfing. a reader of the book can change

his life and obtain mastery over the reality by mastering his thoughts,
emotions, and actions. the book contains an introduction to transurfing, a

set of exercises for beginners, a number of stories that will help you to
develop the ability to transurf, an overview of transurfing, an introduction
to the tools that are used in transurfing, and an introduction to transurfing

techniques.
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